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1. Introdution.An inner funtion is a bounded holomorphi funtion from the unit ball Bn of Cn into the unit disk �of the omplex plane suh that the radial boundary values have modulus 1 almost everywhere. If E is a nonempty Borel subset of ��, we denote by f�1(E) the following subset of the unit sphere Sn of Cnf�1(E) = f� 2 Sn : limr!1 f(r�) exists and belongs to Eg :There is a lassial lemma of L�owner, see e.g. [R, p. 405℄, [T, p. 322℄, about the distortion of boundary setsunder inner funtions:L�owner's lemma. An inner funtion f , with f(0) = 0, is a measure preserving transformation when viewedas a mapping from Sn to ��, i.e. if E is a Borel subset of �� then jf�1(E)j = jEj, where in eah ase j � jmeans the orresponding normalized Lebesgue measure.Here we extend this result to frational dimensions as follows:Theorem 1. If f is inner in the unit ball of Cn (n � 1), f(0) = 0, and E is a Borel subset of ��, we have:i) If 0 < � < 2, (and also � = 0 if n = 1), then(1.1) ap2n�2+�(f�1(E)) � C(n; �) ap�(E) :ii) If � = 0 and n > 1, then(1.2) 1ap2n�2(f�1(E)) � C(n)�1 + log 1ap0(E)� :Here ap� and ap0 denote, respetively, �-dimensional Riesz apaity and logarithmi apaity withrespet to the distane in Sn given by d(a; b) = j1� ha; bij1=2 ;where ha; bi = nXj=1 aj bjis the usual inner produt in Cn. This non-isotropi distane is the natural one in the analysis of problemsonerning Sn. Also, this distane is equivalent to the Carnot-Carath�eodory distane in the Heisenberggroup model for Sn. We refer to [R℄ for details about this distane. Also we refer to [C℄, [KS℄ and [L℄ forde�nitions and basi bakground on apaity.Observe that, as a onsequene of Theorem 1, one obtainsCorollary. If f : Bn �! � is inner and E is a Borel subset of ��, then(1.3) Dim(f�1(E)) � 2n� 2 + Dim(E)2



where Dim denotes Hausdor� dimension with respet to the distane d.Analogous results with the eulidean distane instead of d were obtained in [FPR℄. Also, for someappliations of these results we refer to [FP1℄, [FP2℄ and [FPR℄.The basi tool that we will use to prove (1.1) is a formula relating the �-energy J� of a omplex measure� (see [L℄ for basi bakground on this subjet) with its invariant Poisson extension P�. This approah isdue to Beurling [B℄.Theorem 2. If � is a omplex measure supported on Sn, the unit sphere of Cn, we have, for all n � 1 and0 < � < 2n, that(1.4) J�(�) � Z 10 �ZSn jP�(r�)j2 d�� r�=2�1(1� r2)n��=2�1 dr :Here and hereafter the expression A � B will mean that the quotient A=B is bounded above and belowby onstants whih an depend at most on n and �.Reall that the invariant Poisson extension P� of a omplex measure � (supported in Sn) is de�ned asfollows P�(z) = ZSn P(z; w) d�(w) ; z 2 Bn ;where P(z; w) = (1� jzj2)n!2n j1� hz; wij2n ; z 2 Bn ; w 2 Sn ;is the Poisson-Szeg�o kernel ([R, p. 40℄, [F℄) and !2n is the area of Sn. Observe that if n = 1, the Poisson-Szeg�okernel is simply the lassial Poisson kernel.Also, if � is a omplex measure on Sn, and 0 � � < 2n, then the �-energy J�(�) of � is de�ned asJ�(�) = ZZSn�Sn ��(d(�; �)) d�(�) d�(�) ;where ��(t) =8><>: log 1t ; if � = 0 ;1t� ; if 0 < � < 2n :If E is a losed subset of Sn, then(ap�(E))�1 = inffJ�(�) : � a probability measure supported on Eg ;for 0 < � < 2n, log 1ap0(E) = inffJ0(�) : � a probability measure supported on Eg ;and the in�mum is attained by a unique probability measure �e whih is alled the equilibrium distributionof E. 3



If E is any Borel subset of Sn, then the �-apaity of E is de�ned asap�(E) = supfap�(K) : K � E; K ompatg :The analogue of (1.4) with the eulidean distane instead of d was obtained in [FPR℄; it is remarkablethat in [FPR℄ equality is obtained with an expliit onstant (see Theorem B below).In order to prove Theorem 2 we will need a result about the integral of the square of a hypergeometrifuntion that appears in [PR℄.Theorem A. [PR℄ For all non negative integers p; q; n (n � 1) and for all � = �=4, (0 < � < n=2), we haveZ 10 � F (t)F (1)�2 tp+q+��1(1� t)n�2��1dt � �(p+ �)�(q + �)�(p+ n� �)�(q + n� �) ;where F (t) = F (p; q; p+ q + n; t).By F (a; b; ; t) we denote the usual Gauss hypergeometri funtionF (a; b; ; t) = 1Xk=0 (a)k (b)k()k tkk! ;where (u)k is the Pohammer symbol,(u)k = u (u+ 1) � � � (u+ k � 1) = �(u+ k)�(u) ;and �( � ) denotes the Gamma funtion.The outline of this paper is as follows: In Setion 2 we will prove Theorem 2. Theorem 1 will be provedin Setion 3.We would like to thank J. L. Fern�andez for many useful disussions.Notations. By C we will denote a onstant, depending at most on n and �, whih an hange its valuefrom line to line and even in the same line.2. Proof of Theorem 2.If we use the kernel ��(j���j) instead of ��(d(�; �)) we obtain the lassial �-dimensional Riesz energythat we will denote by I�(�). Observe that if n = 1, then I�=2(�) = J�(�), for all 0 < � < 2, and also,I0(�)=2 = J0(�). This remark and the following theorem give the ase n = 1 of Theorem 2, with equalityfor an appropriate onstant instead of the symbol �.Theorem B. [FPR℄ If � is a omplex measure supported on �N�1, the unit sphere of RN , and P� is itslassial Poisson extension (P� = P� if N = 2), we have:4



i) If 0 < � < N � 1, thenI�(�) = K(N;�) Z 10 (Z�N�1 jP�(r�)j2 d�) r��1(1� r2)N�2�� dr ;with K(N;�) = 4�N=2���2���N � �2 � :ii) If m = �(�N�1), thenI0(�) =!N Z 10 Z�N�1 ���P�(r�) � m!N ���2d� (1� r2)N�2 drr+ jmj22 h�0� �N2 �� �0� �N � 1�i :where !N denotes the area of �N�1. In partiular, if N = 2,I0(�) = 2� Z 10 Z 2�0 ���P�(rei�)� m2� ���2d�drr :Observe that in [FPR℄ Theorem B was proved only for signed measures, but the result, stated in theatual form, follows simply by splitting � into real and imaginary parts.In [F℄, G. B. Folland obtained an expansion in spherial harmonis of the Poisson-Szeg�o kernel for theunit ball Bn in Cn: Let �Bn be the Laplae-Beltrami operator assoiated to the Bergman metri on Bn,�Bn = 4n+ 1 (1� jzj2) nXi;j=1(Æij � zi zj) �2�zi�zj :�Bn is the basi invariant di�erential operator on the symmetri spae SU(n; 1)=U(n) � Bn. The solutionof the Dirihlet problem(2.1) ( �Bnu = 0 ; in Bn ;u = f ; in �Bn ;with ontinuous boundary data f , is given by the following representation formulau(z) = ZSn P(z; w) f(w) dw :If Hp;q denotes the linear spae of restritions to Sn of harmoni polynomials g(z; �z) on Cn whih arehomogeneous of degree p in z and degree q in �z, the solution of the Dirihlet problem (2.1) with f 2 Hp;q isgiven by(2.2) u(r�) = Sp;q(r) f(�) ; 0 � r � 1 ; � 2 Sn ;where Sp;q(r) = rp+q F (p; q; p+ q + n; r2)F (p; q; p+ q + n; 1) :5



The formula (2.2) gives to Sp;q(r) a ruial role in order to obtain the expansion of the Poisson-Szeg�okernel in spherial harmonis.In [PR℄ we give uniform asymptoti estimates of these funtions when p, q grow to in�nity:Theorem C ([PR℄). There exists a universal onstant C, not depending on n; q;m; z, suh that, for all realnumbers, m;n � 1, q � 1=m, 0 � z < 1, if we denoteG = F (mq; q;mq + q + n; z)B(mq; q + n) ;where B(x; y) is the usual Euler's Beta-funtion, thenG � C Lwhere L = tmq0 (1�m(1� t0))q(1� t0)n�1 � 1� za2 � b2z�1=4 1mpq + 1and t0 = a+ bz �p(1� z) (a2 � b2z)2z = 2a+ bz +p(1� z) (a2 � b2z) ;a = 1 + 1m ; b = 1� 1m :Besides, the inequality is sharp in the sense thatlimq!1 GL = p2� :Observe that without loss of generality we an suppose m � 1, beause of the symmetry of the hyper-geometri funtion in the two �rst parameters.We summarize the results about these spherial harmonis (see e.g. [F℄) in the following result. ThisTheorem generalizes the properties of lassial spherial harmonis, whih are desribed in [SW℄.Theorem D [F℄. For all n � 2, we have that:i) L2(Sn) is the orthogonal sum L2(Sn) = 1�p;q=0Hp;q and the dimension of Hp;q is(2.3) D = D(p; q;n) = (p+ q + n� 1) (p+ n� 2)! (q + n� 2)!p! q! (n� 1)! (n� 2)! :ii) If fp;q1 ; fp;q2 ; : : : ; fp;qD is any orthonormal basis for Hp;q, then(2.4) DXj=1 fp;qj (�) fp;qj (�) = Hp;q(h�; �i) ; �; � 2 Sn ;where Hp;q(h � ; �i) is the zonal harmoni of degrees p and q, and pole �.6



iii) The L2-norm of the funtion Hp;q(h�; � i) is(2.5) ZSn jHp;q(h�; �i)j2 d� = D!2n ; for all � 2 Sn ;where d� denotes the usual Lebesgue surfae measure in Sn (not normalized).iv) The funtion Hp;q has the following expliit expression in terms of the Jaobi polynomials:(2.6) Hp;q(z) = D!2n �u�v ei(p�q)� P (n�2;u�v)v (2�2 � 1)P (n�2;u�v)v (1) ;where z = � ei�, u = maxfp; qg, v = minfp; qg andP (a;b)m (t) = (�1)mm! 2m (1� t)a (1 + t)b dmdtm �(1� t)a+m(1 + t)b+m�is the Jaobi polynomial of degree m and parameters a, b ([L1, p. 275℄, [AS, p. 785℄; observe that in [F℄there is a typing mistake in the de�nition of these polynomials).Moreover, fHp;q(z)g1p;q=0 is an orthogonal basis of L2(fjzj < 1g) with respet to the measure (1 �jzj2)n�2 dx dy (sine every polynomial in the variables z and z an be expressed as a �nite linear ombinationof fHp;q(z)g1p;q=0).v) For 0 � r < 1 and �; � 2 Sn, we have that(2.7) P(r�; �) = 1Xp;q=0Sp;q(r)Hp;q(h�; �i) :We need to obtain the expansion of the integral kernel ��(d(�; �)) in terms of these spherial harmonis.First, �x �, with 0 < � < 2n, and let � = �=4. If we denote by g(z) the funtion of one omplexvariable,(2.8) g(z) = 1j1� zj�=2 = 1j1� zj2� ; jzj < 1 ;then we an express the kernel ��(d(�; �)) in terms of g as��(d(�; �)) = g(h�; �i) :Now, develop g(z) as a Fourier series in the following way:Lemma 1. For all n � 2 and 0 < � < n=2, we have the Fourier expansiong(z) = 1Xp;q=0 gp;qHp;q(z) ;where gp;q has the expression(2.9) gp;q = 2�n �(n� 2�)�(�)2 �(p+ �) �(q + �)�(p+ n� �) �(q + n� �) :7



In order to prove this result we will need the followingLemma 2. For all 0 � � < 1, � > 0 and all integer m, we have that(2.10) Z 2�0 eim�j1� �ei�j2� d� = 2� � m �(jmj+ �)jmj! �(�) F (�; jmj+ �; jmj+ 1; �2) :Proof of Lemma 2. Without loss of generality we an assume that m � 0, sine the ase m < 0 will followby onjugation. We have thatZ 2�0 eim�(1� �ei�)��(1� �e�i�)�� d� = Z 2�0 eim�� 1Xk=0 (�)kk! �keik��� 1Xj=0 (�)jj! �je�ij�� d�= 2� 1Xk=0 (�)kk! (�)k+m(k +m)! �2k+mand the lemma follows by substituting the de�nition of the Pohammer symbols and using the de�nition ofthe hypergeometri funtion. Q.E.D.Proof of Lemma 1. We will use in this proof the notation h�;  i to denote the usual salar produt inL2(fjzj < 1g) with respet to the measure (1� jzj2)n�2 dx dy. This will not ause onfussion sine we willnot use the inner produt in Cn along this proof.We have that(2.11) gp;q = hg;Hp;qihHp;q; Hp;qi :We reall that [R, p. 15℄(2.12) ZSn '(h�; �i) d� = (n� 1)!2n� Z 2�0 Z 10 '(�ei�) (1� �2)n�2 � d� d� ;for all ' 2 L1(fjzj < 1g) with respet to the measure (1� jzj2)n�2 dx dy. Using (2.5) and (2.12), we deduethat D!2n = ZSn jHp;q(h�; �i)j2 d� = (n� 1)!2n� Z 2�0 Z 10 jHp;q(�ei�)j2 (1� �2)n�2 � d� d� ;and then(2.13) hHp;q ; Hp;qi = �D(n� 1) (!2n)2 :On the other hand, sine jp� qj = u� v,hg;Hp;qi =(2:6) D!2n P (n�2;u�v)v (1) Z 10 Z 2�0 ei(q�p)�j1� �ei�j2� P (n�2;u�v)v (2�2 � 1) �u�v (1� �2)n�2 d� � d�=(2:10) 2�D!2n P (n�2;u�v)v (1) �(u� v + �)(u� v)! �(�)� Z 10 F (�; u� v + �;u� v + 1; �2) P (n�2;u�v)v (2�2 � 1) �2(u�v) (1� �2)n�2 � d�8



By making the variable hange t = 2�2 � 1, we obtain thathg;Hp;qi = 2�D2n+u�v!2n P (n�2;u�v)v (1) �(u� v + �)(u� v)! �(�)� Z 1�1 F (�; u� v + �;u� v + 1; (1 + t)=2) P (n�2;u�v)v (t) (1� t)n�2(1 + t)u�v dt :If we denote by (�;  ) the salar produt in L2[�1; 1℄ with respet to the measure (1 � t)n�2(1 + t)u�v dt,then the above formula an be written as(2.14) hg;Hp;qi = 2�D2n+u�v!2n P (n�2;u�v)v (1) �(u� v + �)(u� v)! �(�) (F; P (n�2;u�v)v ) ;where F denotes the hypergeometri funtion F (�; u� v + �;u� v + 1; (1 + t)=2).It is known that [L2, p. 29℄If a; b > �1, � = a+ b+ 1, �1 � w � 1 and t < 1=2, thenG(w) � F (a1; a2; a3; (1 + w)t) = 1Xv=0Cv P (a;b)v (w) ;where Cv = (a1)v(a2)v (2t)v(a3)v(v + �)v 3F2(b+ 1 + v; a1 + v; a2 + v;�+ 1 + 2v; a3 + v; 2t) :Here 3F2 is the following generalized hypergeometri funtion:3F2(�1; �2; �3;�1; �2; t) = 1Xk=0 (�1)k(�2)k(�3)k(�1)k(�2)k tkk! :This gives(2.15) (G;P (a;b)v )(P (a;b)v ; P (a;b)v ) = Cvfor all t < 1=2. Then by making t! 1=2, we obtain that (2.15) is also true for t = 1=2. Therefore,(F; P (n�2;u�v)v ) = Cv (P (n�2;u�v)v ; P (n�2;u�v)v )= (�)v(u� v + �)v(u� v + 1)v(u+ n� 1)v 3F2(u+1; v+�; u+�;u+v+n; u+1; 1) (P (n�2;u�v)v ; P (n�2;u�v)v )= (�)v(u� v + �)v(u� v + 1)v(u+ n� 1)v F (v + �; u+ �;u+ v + n; 1) 2u�v+n�1u+ v + n� 1 (v + n� 2)!u!(u+ n� 2)! v! ;where we have used the fat that ([L1, p. 276℄, [AS, p. 774℄)(P (a;b)v ; P (a;b)v ) = 2a+b+1 �(v + a+ 1)�(v + b+ 1)(2v + a+ b+ 1) v! �(v + a+ b+ 1) :Hene, using Gauss summation formula ([L1, p. 99℄, [AS, p. 556℄),F (a; b; ; 1) = �() �(� a� b)�(� a) �(� b) ; if � a� b > 0 ;9



we obtain that (F; P (n�2;u�v)v ) = 2u�v+n�1(�)v(u� v + �)v (v + n� 2)! (u� v)! �(n� 2�)v! �(u+ n� �) �(v + n� �) :By substituting this formula (whih has sense sine n� 2� > 0) in (2.14) we obtain that(2.16) hg;Hp;qi = (n� 2)!�D!2n �(n� 2�)�(�)2 �(u+ �) �(v + �)�(u+ n� �) �(v + n� �)= (n� 2)!�D!2n �(n� 2�)�(�)2 �(p+ �) �(q + �)�(p+ n� �) �(q + n� �) ;where we have used the fat that ([L1, p. 274℄, [AS, p. 774℄)P (n�2;u�v)v (1) = (v + n� 2)!v! (n� 2)! :The lemma follows now by substituting (2.13) and (2.16) in (2.11), and by using that !2n = 2�n=(n� 1)! .Q.E.D.Proof of Theorem 2. We hoose an orthonormal basis ffp;qj gDj=1 of Hp;q , for eah p; q � 0. Let f�p;qj g,p; q � 0, 1 � j � D = D(p; q;n), be the Fourier oeÆientes of �, i.e.,� � 1Xp;q=0 DXj=1 �p;qj fp;qj :Reall that P� is de�ned by P�(r�) = ZSn P(r�; �) d�(�) ;where P(r�; �) is the Poisson-Szeg�o kernelP(r�; �) = 1!2n (1� r2)nj1� rh�; �ij2n ; 0 � r < 1 ; �; � 2 Sn :Realling (2.4) and (2.7) we dedue thatP(r�; �) = 1Xp;q=0Sp;q(r)Hp;q(h�; �i) = Xp;q;j Sp;q(r) fp;qj (�)fp;qj (�) :Now, Planherel's theorem gives thatP�(r�) = Xp;q;j Sp;q(r)�p;qj fp;qj (�) :Using again Planherel's theorem we obtain thatZSn jP�(r�)j2 d� = Xp;q;j(Sp;q(r))2 j�p;qj j2 ;and so if we denote by � the right hand side in (1.4), we have that (reall that � = �=4)� = Xp;q;j j�p;qj j2 Z 10 (Sp;q(r))2 r2��1 (1� r2)n�2��1 dr ;10



and, substituting r2 = t, we get by using the de�nition of Sp;q(r) that
(2.17) � = 12 Xp;q;j j�p;qj j2 Z 10 �F (p; q; p+ q + n; t)F (p; q; p+ q + n; 1)�2tp+q+��1(1� t)n�2��1 dt� 1Xp;q=0 �(p+ �) �(q + �)�(p+ n� �) �(q + n� �) DXj=1 j�p;qj j2� 1Xp;q=0 gp;q DXj=1 j�p;qj j2 ;where we have used Theorem A and Lemma 1.On the other hand, using again Lemma 1 and (2.4),��(d(�; �)) = g(h�; �i) = 1Xp;q=0 gp;qHp;q(h�; �i) = Xp;q;j gp;qfp;qj (�)fp;qj (�) ;and using Planherel's theorem and (2.17), we obtain thatZSn ��(d(�; �)) d�(�) = Xp;q;j gp;q�p;qj fp;qj (�) ;J�(�) = Xp;q;j gp;qj�p;qj j2 � � :This �nishes the proof of Theorem 2. Q.E.D.3. Proof of Theorem 1.We need the following lemmas.Lemma 3 [FPR℄. Let � be a �nite positive measure in ��, and let f be an inner funtion. Then, thereexists a unique positive measure e� in Sn suh that P� Æ f = Pe� ande�(f�1(support �)) = e�(Sn) :Moreover, if f(0) = 0, then 1!2n e�(Sn) = 12��(��) :A di�erent normalization is useful; hoosing � = (2�=!2n)e�, one obtainsP� = 2�!2n P� Æ f and �(Sn) = �(��) :The following is well known 11



Lemma 4 (Subordination priniple). Let f : Bn �! � be a holomorphi funtion suh that f(0) = 0, andlet v : � �! R be a subharmoni funtion. Then, for all 0 � r < 1,1!2n ZSn v(f(r�)) d� � 12� Z 2�0 v(rei�) d� :Lemma 5. Let � be a omplex measure on ��, f an inner funtion with f(0) = 0, and � a omplex measureon Sn suh that P� = (2�=!2n)P� Æ f :Then:i) If n � 1 and 0 < � < 2 or n = 1 and � = 0, there exists a onstant C depending at most on n and �suh that J2n�2+�(�) � C J�(�) :ii) If � = 0, n � 2 and m = �(��), there exists a onstant C depending at most on n suh thatJ2n�2(�) � C (jmj2 + J0(�)) :Proof. Sine v = jP�j2 is subharmoni (in the eulidean sense), we obtain by subordination (Lemma 4),that(3.1) ZSn jP� j2 d� = � 2�!2n�2 ZSn jP�(f)j2 d� � 2�!2n Z 2�0 jP�j2d� :Using Theorem 2 twie, the inequality (3.1), and the fat that n � 1, we have thatJ2n�2+�(�) � Z 10 �ZSn jP�(r�)j2 d�� rn�2+�=2 dr(1� r2)�=2� C Z 10 �Z 2�0 jP�(rei�)j2 d�� rn�1+�=2�1 dr(1� r2)�=2� C Z 10 �Z 2�0 jP�(rei�)j2 d�� r�=2�1 dr(1� r2)�=2� C J�(�) :This �nishes the proof of part i) in the ase n � 1, 0 < � < 2. The other ase follows from [FPR, Lemma5℄, sine J0(�) = I0(�)=2.In order to prove ii), using that m = �(��) = �(Sn), we obtain thatZSn ���P�(r�) � m!2n ���2d� + jmj2!2n = ZSn ���P�(r�)���2d� :Integrating this equality and using Theorem 2, we have thatJ2n�2(�) � Z 10 ZSn ���P�(r�) � m!2n ���2 d� rn�2 dr + jmj2(n� 1)!2n= Z 10 ZSn ��� 2�!2n (P� Æ f)(r�) � m!2n ���2 d� rn�2 dr + jmj2(n� 1)!2n� C Z 10 Z 2�0 ���P�(rei�)� m2� ���2 d� drr + jmj2(n� 1)!2n� C (jmj2 + I0(�)) � C (jmj2 + J0(�)) ;12



where we have used subordination (Lemma 4) with v = jP� �m=(2�)j2 and Theorem B. Q.E.D.Finally we an �nish the proof of Theorem 1. We may assume that E is losed. In order to prove (1.1),let us denote by �e the �-equilibrium probability distribution of E and let � be the probability measure inSn suh that P� = (2�=!2n)P�e Æ f . By Lemma 5,(3.2) J2n�2+�(�) � C J�(�e) = C (ap�(E))�1 :But, from Lemma 3, ��f�1(E)� = 1, and soJ2n�2+�(�) = ZZf�1(E)�f�1(E)�2n�2+�(d(�; �)) d�(�) d�(�) :Now, let fKjg be an inreasing sequene of ompat subsets of f�1(E), suh that �(Kj) % 1. Then, foreah j, J2n�2+�(�) = ZZf�1(E)�f�1(E)�2n�2+�(d(�; �)) d�(�) d�(�)� �(Kj)2 ZZKj�Kj �2n�2+�(d(�; �)) d�(�)�(Kj) d�(�)�(Kj)� �(Kj)2 (ap2n�2+�(Kj))�1� �(Kj)2 (ap2n�2+�(f�1(E)))�1 :and onsequently, if we let j !1, we obtain that(3.3) J2n�2+�(�) � (ap2n�2+�(f�1(E)))�1 :Therefore, in the ase 0 < � < 2, n � 1, (1.1) follows now from (3.2) and (3.3). The ase � = 0, n = 1,follows from [FPR, Theorem 1℄.In order to prove (1.2) we proeed as follows. Let �e be the equilibrium distribution of E for thelogarithmi apaity and let � be the measure supported on Sn suh that P� = (2�=!2n)P�e Æ f . UsingLemma 5, J2n�2(�) � C (1 + J0(�e)) = C �1 + log 1ap0(E)� :Now, to �nish the proof, one needs only to follow the same lines that in part i).Referenes.[AS℄ Abramowitz, M. and Stegun, I. A., Handbook of Mathematial funtions. Dover Pub. In., nine-thprinting, 1970.[B℄ Beurling, A., Ensembles exeptionnels. Ata Math. 72 (1939), 1-13.[C℄ Carleson, L., Seleted problems on exeptional sets. Van Nostrand, 1967.[FP1℄ Fern�andez, J. L. and Pestana, D., Distortion of boundary sets under inner funtions and appliations.Indiana Univ. Math. J. 41 (1992), 439-447.[FP2℄ Fern�andez, J. L. and Pestana, D., Radial images by holomorphi mappings. Pro. Amer. Math. So.124 (1996), 429-435. 13
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